BLOSSOM PEREZ
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
A motivated, goal-driven software developer who enjoys problem solving and debugging
code. Experience with designing, coding and unit/integration testing methodologies.
Experience with HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Java. I have a keen ability to understand
technical problems and come up with solutions. A strong collaborator with managing the
needs and objectives of clients and keys stake holders.

blossomperez18@gmail.com

(210) 317 6231

Git
MySQL
TDD
Spring Boot
Paired Programing

Weather Map Application
A 5-day forecast application designed to allow users to search
forecasts anywhere the world using Mapbox API and
OpenWeatherMap API. Utilized JavaScript, jQuery, CSS, and HTML
to build this application.

E D U CATION
Codeup

2021

Certificate of Completion
A fully-immersive, project-based, and intensive 22-week
full stack Java career accelerator that provides students
with 670+ hours of expert instruction in software
development.

Northwest Vista College

blossom-perez

Movie Application
Web application platform designed to give users the ability to
upload, search, edit, delete, and rate information about movies.
Utilized JavaScript, JSON, HTML, CSS, and Bootstrap to build this
application.

T E C HNICAL SK I L L S
HTML
CSS
Bootstrap
jQuery
JavaScript
Java SE

blperez1

2012

P R O FESSIONAL E X P E R I E N CE
Clay's Welding Service - Cotulla, TX
2017-2018
Personal Assistant
Managed a total of 5 business accounts
Managed bookkeeping services on all accounts
Provided back office support and management
Transported vehicle fleets for routine maintenance
Maintained open communication with clients

Associates of Science, Associates of Art

QVC - San Antonio,TX

2016-2017

Customer Service Representative
Handle 90+ calls daily, with duties including signing
D E V ELOPMEN T P R O J E C T S
up new customers, retrieving customer data, presenting
relevant product information, and canceling services
Baking Buddy
Provided excellent customer service, and leveraged conflict
Baking buddy is a full-stack application that allows customers to
management skills when customer service issues arose to
connect with small home
resolve complaints efficiently
baking businesses in their area. Built using MVC design pattern,
Research complicated cases without prompting to provide
Spring Boot with Spring
more comprehensive service to customers
Security,Thymeleaf, MySQL as well Filestack API. Baking buddy
provides the opportunity to
support small baking businesses that may have otherwise been
overlooked.
P Address Tracker
An application designed to allow users to track IP addresses
using Mapbox API and IPify API. Utilized JavaScript, CSS, and
HTML to build this application.

